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Abstract—We propose a blockchain-based payment system for institutes 

that utilizes self-developed and plagiarism-free wallets. The system utilizes 

smart contracts to automate payment processes, eliminating intermediaries 

and providing a fast, secure, and efficient payment process. The architecture 

includes a centralized database, a decentralized blockchain network, and an 

API to connect the two. The system offers faster transaction processing, 

reduced transaction fees, increased transparency, and improved security. 

The proposed system provides institutes with an efficient, secure, and 

reliable way to handle payments within their ecosystem while offering a  

plagiarism-free and self-developed wallet system.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

The rise of blockchain technology has led to numerous 
applications across various industries. One such application is the 
use of blockchain-based payment systems, which offer secure, 
transparent, and decentralized payment solutions. In this project, we 
propose a blockchain-based payment system for institutes that 
utilizes self-developed and plagiarism-free wallets. The system aims 
to eliminate intermediaries and provide a fast, secure, and efficient 
payment process. We utilize the Ethereum blockchain platform and 
smart contracts to automate payment processes, allowing institutes 
to issue digital tokens representing their currency for various 
transactions within their ecosystem. Our proposed system offers 
faster transaction processing, reduced transaction fees, increased 
transparency, and improved security. The wallet system is designed 
to be plagiarism-free and self-developed, ensuring security and 
reliability. Overall, our project aims to provide institutes with an 
efficient, secure, and reliable way to handle payments within their 
ecosystem while offering a plagiarism-free and self-developed 
wallet system.  

II. RELATED WORK  

 Several blockchain-based payment systems have been proposed, 
providing secure and decentralized payment solutions. For example, 
payment systems for micropayments in IoT networks, P2P energy 
trading, and healthcare have been proposed. Our proposed payment 
system for institutes also utilizes blockchain technology and smart 
contracts, eliminating intermediaries and offering a plagiarism-free 
and self-developed wallet system for fast and secure payments.  

 

 

Blockchain based payments offer secure, decentralized and effective 
transition processing. They eliminate the intermediaries, reduce 
transaction fees and provide transparency and improve security. for 
more information on this topic refer to the encode above.  

  

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

In   Our project utilizes the Ethereum blockchain platform and 
smart contracts to automate payment processes. We develop a 
centralized database and an API to connect it to the decentralized 
blockchain network. The self-developed and plagiarism-free wallets 
are created using secure programming practices.  

a. The Block-chain Platform  

   We select the Ethereum blockchain platform for our project, as it 
offers advanced features and smart contract functionality. It's a 
widely used platform to create decentralized platforms (DAaps) 
and ability to create custom tokens and it has a large developer 
community that contributes the Ethereum blockchain and 
improves, also helps with various resources features.  

  

  

 
  

                  Figure [1]: Block-chain Technology  

 When choosing a blockchain platform, it’s important to consider 
factors such as flexibility, scalability, Security, interoperability 
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and developer support. Different platforms offer different 
advantages and disadvantages, the choice depends on the 
requirements.  

b. Centralized Database  

 A centralized database is necessary for storing necessary 
information and data for the payment system. We create a 
database using a relational database management system 
(RDBMS) such as MySQL or PostgreSQL. The database stores 
important data such as user data, transaction history, and wallet 
information.  

  

The database is responsible for managing and storing data related 
to the payment system. This data includes user account 
information such as name, address, and payment details. The 
transaction history is also stored in the database, which records all 
payment transactions made by the users.  

The wallet information is also stored in the database, which records 
all wallet addresses and the corresponding balance.  

  

By using a centralized database, we are able to manage and store 
data in a structured and organized manner. This also enables us to 
maintain data integrity and consistency. Additionally, we can ensure 
that the database is backed up and can be recovered in case of any 
data loss or corruption.  

c. Develop an API  

 An API (Application Programming Interface) is a set of protocols 
and tools used for building software applications. We build an API 
that connects the centralized database to the decentralized 
blockchain network, enabling seamless communication between the 
two.  

The API we develop serves as a bridge between the centralized 
database and the blockchain network. It provides a secure and 
efficient way for the two systems to interact with each other. The 
API handles the communication between the blockchain and the 
database, such as sending and receiving transaction data, verifying 
transaction status, and updating user account information.  

By developing an API, we are able to integrate the blockchain 
network with the existing payment system, enabling a seamless and 
efficient payment process. Additionally, an API makes it easier for 
developers to build applications that interact with the blockchain, 
enabling new use cases and possibilities.  

  

d. Develop Smart Contract  

Smart contracts are self-executing programs that automate the 
payment processes on the blockchain. We use the Solidity 
programming language to write the smart contracts for our payment 
system. Solidity is a popular programming language for creating 
smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain. It has a syntax similar 
to JavaScript and is specifically designed for writing contracts that 
run on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).  

  

The smart contracts we develop are responsible for validating and 
executing payment transactions. They contain the payment rules, 
payment schedules, and payment details.  

They also enforce the payment terms and conditions agreed  

  

upon by the parties involved in the transaction. By using smart 
contracts, we eliminate the need for intermediaries, such as banks or 
payment processors, reducing transaction costs and increasing 
transaction speed. Smart contracts also provide transparency and 
immutability, ensuring that transactions are secure and tamper-
proof.  

  

  

 

 

      Figure [2] smart contracts  

  

e. User Interface                  

The user interface (UI) is the visual and interactive component of the 
payment system that allows users to interact with the system. We 
develop a user-friendly interface that enables users to create and 
manage their wallets, initiate and track payments, and view their 
transaction history.  

The user interface we develop is designed with the user experience 
in mind. It should be easy to use, intuitive, and responsive. The UI 
should enable users to perform various functions such as creating a 
new wallet, adding funds to their wallet, initiating payments, and 
viewing transaction history. Additionally, the UI should be secure 
and protect users' sensitive information.  

By developing a user interface, we create a seamless and user-
friendly experience for the payment system. This enhances the 
adoption and usage of the system by users, making it more efficient 
and effective.  

  

 

  

Figure [3] Interface overview  
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f. Deploy and Maintain  

  In this step, we merge all the developed components of the payment 
system, test it as a whole, and deploy it to a production environment. 
We perform various tests such as unit testing, integration testing, and 
system testing to ensure that the payment system functions correctly. 
Once we have completed testing and resolved any issues or bugs, we 
deploy the payment system to a production environment.  

After deployment, we continue to maintain and update the payment 
system to ensure that it remains secure, efficient,  

and effective. This includes monitoring the system for any issues or 
bugs, performing updates and patches as needed, and addressing any 
user feedback or concerns. By maintaining the payment system, we 
ensure its long-term success and adoption by users.  

  

  

IV. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK  

Block chain-based payment systems offer a decentralized, 
transparent, and secure way to conduct transactions without the 
need for intermediaries like banks or credit card companies. This 
can lead to lower transaction costs, faster transaction speeds, and 
greater financial inclusion. Block chain technology provides 
tamper-proof, immutable records that are easily auditable. 
Additionally, the use of crypto currencies enables cross-border 
transactions without the need for currency exchange, making it 
a more convenient payment method.  

However, despite its potential benefits, there are still challenges that 
need to be addressed to make block chainbased payment systems 
more widely adopted. These challenges include scalability issues, 
regulatory challenges, and the lack of standardization. Researchers 
and developers need to create new protocols and improve existing 
ones to increase scalability. Policymakers need to develop 
regulations that balance innovation with consumer protection and 
financial stability. Lastly, efforts should be made to develop 
standards and protocols that can be adopted by different block chain 
platforms to ensure interoperability and ease of use for users.  

In summary, block chain-based payment systems have the potential 
to revolutionize transactions, but more work is needed to make it a 
mainstream payment method. By addressing the challenges and 
limitations of block chainbased payment systems, we can create a 
more inclusive, transparent, and secure financial system that benefits 
everyone.  
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